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1 - A Normal Day?

Chapter 1

A Normal Day?

It was a normal weekday, a day when X.A.N.A. decided to attack. The assembly line started to stir in the
old factory. Slowly, something was being built, something that Zana hoped would allow him to gain what
he has wanted for a long time now. This would be the ultimate test for Jeremy, Odd, Ulrich, Yumi, and
Aelita.

“Come on Einstein were going to be late for class”, said Odd in hurry to Mrs. Hurts' room.

“Relax! I needed to get my laptop. You never know when Zana will attack.” replied Jeremy.

Then Ulrich said, “He just attacked yesterday and I'm sure you remember yesterday! After all, yesterday
Aelita…”

“Be quiet Ulrich! I know what happened, now lets get to class!” snapped Jeremy.

Meanwhile, Sissy was in the bathroom when X.A.N.A. attacked her. Slowly, she started turning people
into X.A.N.A.'s pawns. One by one, X.A.N.A.'s zombie army grew and they headed toward Mrs. Hurts'
room.

“Well that was an interesting class! Don't you guys think so? …. Guys?” said Aelita. But they didn't say
anything, they were frozen at sight of the zombies.

Suddenly Jeremy said, “Quick! To the factory!”

“I'll hold them off !” said Ulrich.

“I'll call Yumi!” said Aelita frantically. But then they stopped. For at the entrance to the park was an army
of androids. There were at least 100 of them, which put everyone in panick.

“Quick! Through the woods!” yelled Odd. They ran in a frenzy to the factory. All of a sudden the
zombies and the androids walked toward each other and each zombie fused with an android to become
a cyborg. Ulrich could not believe this was happening. He decided to run to the factory and met up with
Yumi along the way. Yet, only one cyborg followed. The rest started to attack the city.





2 - New In Lyoko

Chapter 2

New In Lyoko

Ulrich and Yumi caught up with the rest of the gang before they got to the factory. Meanwhile, Aelita was
getting worried about the cyborg following them. Soon they got to the computer room.

“Head for the scanners!” said Jeremy.

“Wait! Jeremy there is a cyborg coming this way! It is going to try to hurt you. You have to go into Lyoko
with us!” said Aelita.

“ But, Aelita….”

“Jeremy, please. Do it for me.” replied Aelita.

“Aaaawwwww…. how cute!” said Odd.(A/N Something often said by Brittany Powell)

“Can it Odd!” snapped Ulrich.

“Alright Aelita, but we should at least cut off the computer from the rest of Lyoko so X.A.N.A.'s cyborg
can't change any programs. I can access all the programs from inside Lyoko with a special program I
designed if I ever needed to do this. But, if anyone dies they may not be devirtualized”, said Jeremy.

“We'll take that chance”, said Yumi. Jeremy setup the virtualization program for the forest sector and
they all headed to the scanners. When they arrived Yumi, Odd, and Ulrich entered first.

“I am nervous Aelita. I've never been to Lyoko before”, said Jeremy with a gulp.

“Don't worry. Everything will be fine. I promise I won't let anything bad happen to you”, said Aelita with a
smile.

“I….love you too, Aelita.” They entered the scanners and the process began. Jeremy was filled with
terror but the thought of Aelita calmed him. Then he entered Lyoko, for the first time he would see what
he feared for so long. But he was not afraid, he was with his friends.

“Welcome to Lyoko!” said Yumi with a smile.

“Wow! It's much more different then I though it would be.” said Jeremy in awe, “ Now for our vehicles!



And to access the vehicles I have made the holo-screen 1! It allows me to access all the programs from
the main computer inside Lyoko!”

“Cool!” said Odd. Jeremy then accessed the vehicle programs and they were off. Aelita and Jeremy
used Yumi's vehicle and Yumi road with Ulrich.

“It's good to finally see those two together inside Lyoko”, said Ulrich.

“Yeah”, answered Yumi.

“Jeremy what's the status?” asked Ulrich.

“Uh Oh! X.A.N.A. has activated two towers in each region! Yet, the program he is using is located inside
Sector 5! Apparently, the activated towers are blocking our entrance into Sector 5!” said Jeremy in
surprise.

“How come the superscanner didn't pick up the activated towers?” asked Aelita.

“X.A.N.A. must of bugged it up!” replied Jeremy, “There is an activated tower straight ahead.”

“Uh Oh! There are two tarantulas ahead!” said Yumi.

“Well take `em, you and Aelita go on”, said Odd.

“Okay!” said Jeremy. With that Jeremy and Aelita started to circle the tower while Yumi jumped from the
vehicle and unleashed her fans removing one tarantula's arms. Odd finished it with a shot to the head.

“Alright Ulrich this one's yours!” yelled Odd. Ulrich jumped to the ground and used triangulate. The
tarantula shot two of the Ulrichs. Suddenly the third jumped and stabbed the tarantula in the forehead.

“Okay, lets go in”, said Jeremy. They all entered the tower and Aelita went up to the second platform.
Then she entered the code, `Lyoko'.



3 - Confrontation

Chapter 3

Confrontation

After they deactivated the second tower in the forest sector they went to the desert sector.

“The first tower is northeast from here”, said Jeremy as they rode through the windy desert. Little did
they know that X.A.N.A. was planning a special surprise for them later.

“I see it up ahead! There are three hornets and a crab!” said Ulrick.

“Odd, you and Yumi take the hornets. Ulrich, you take the crab” answered Jeremy. Ulrich jumped off
and did a super sprint up behind the crab. He jumped on top of it and stabbed it right in the center. Yumi
launched her fans, one missed but the other hit a hornet. Odd started firing but missed. Then a hornet hit
Yumi.

“Yumi, you just lost fifteen life points!” yelled Jeremy. She launched her fans again and hit one. The last
hornet fired at Ulrich, but he blocked each shot giving Odd the time he needed to aim and fire. He hit the
hornet and the tower was theirs. Once Aelita deactivated the tower they headed for the next one.

“Jeremy, where's the tower?” asked Ulrich.

“According to the holo-screen it should be right in front of us”, replied Jeremy. Aelita got off her vehicle,
but when she took a step her foot sunk into the ground.

“Aelita!” yelled Jeremy.

“I've got you!” said Yumi as she grabbed Aelita's hand and pulled her out of the sand.

“Quicksand!” said Ulrich. Then, no one said another word for they were staring at the creature rising
from the quicksand. It was the cyborg.

“Uh Oh! X.A.N.A. must of used the scanners to put the cyborg in Lyoko. It isn't like a monster either, it
has lifepoints too.” said Jeremy.

“This will be fun”, said Odd.

“This will be very dangerous, Odd! We need to be as strategic as possible. Aelita, I made you a weapon
in case of an emergency like this. It's a bracelet that shoots a ring of energy. Just concentrate on it and it



should fire.” said Jeremy.

“ Thanks Jeremy!” replied Aelita. With that they attacked, Yumi unleashed her fans, Odd started firing,
and Ulrich dashed across the sand at it. Yet, Aelita had trouble getting her bracelet to fire and almost
shot Odd. Unfortunately, Odd's shots did not effect its steel armor. Jeremy hacked into its programming
and removed the cyborg's life point settings. Ulrich used triplicate and all three of him jumped and
slashed the cyborg. One of him ended up removing its left arm. Then something unexpected happened.
The cyborg caught Yumi's fans and launched them back hitting Odd. Luckily, while the cyborg launched
the fans at Odd, Ulrich and his clones merged and he jumped and lopped off the cyborg's head. It sunk
into the quicksand and disappeared.

“Good job Ulrich!” said Jeremy.

“You were great”, said Yumi.

“Thanks”, said Ulrich.

“Now, according to the screen, it should be in the middle of the quicksand”, said Jeremy.

“Maybe its below the sand”, said Aelita.

“Well there's only one way to find out”, said Odd as he hopped into the sand and sunk below it.

“Odd!” yelled Ulrich.

“According to the screen he's still here”, said Jeremy. With that they all hoped into the sand. When they
sunk under the sand, they fell into a big chamber where the tower was. Aelita then deactivated the tower
and they headed to the ice sector.
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Chapter 4

Aelita To The Rescue

“The tower should be at the end of this slide”, said Jeremy.

“Yes! Finally some real fun!” said Odd.

“Odd, will you ever be serious for once in your life?” asked Yumi.

“No”, he replied as he jumped into the slide. They quickly followed him down the slide. It was full of
twists and turns and the echo was so loud that all sound was blocked out by Odd's laugh. They flew out
of the slide and landed right by the tower. Just then two blocks walked out from behind the tower.

“I'll take the one on the left”, said Ulrich.

“And I'll take the one on the right”, added Yumi.

“Aaawwww, that leaves none for me!” said Odd. With that Yumi jumped up and did a spin releasing her
fans and Ulrich charged for his block. Yumi's block launched rings of fire at her. She dodged them while
her fans flew through them and hit the block.

Meanwhile Ulrich dodged shots but one hit him and he fell over. Odd immediately took that chance and
shot the block, killing it.

“You okay Ulrich?” asked Yumi.

“Fine…. Hey Odd that was my monster!” replied Ulrich.

“Sorry!” said Odd with a chuckle. Then, Aelita entered the tower and deactivated it. After that, they
headed for the next tower.

“It shouldn't be far now”, said Jeremy. Yet, after he said that, suddenly they all got shot down. First
Odd, then Yumi and Ulrich, and lastly, Jeremy and Aelita. It was a herd of crabs! Half of them circled
Odd, and the other half circled Yumi and Ulrich. Yet for some reason none circled Jeremy and Aelita.
Then from behind a pillar came the skitsazowa! It immediately grabbed Jeremy.

“Jeremy!” Aelita yelled. Unfortunately, this time no one was around to stop the skitsazowa. All the crabs
were ready to fire, and with so many, Odd, Yumi, and Ulrich were done for.



“Yumi, there's something I need to tell you”, said Ulrich.

“What is it?” asked Yumi.

“Yumi…. I've always cared for you and well….”, said Ulrich nervously.

“Oh Ulrich! I feel the same way!”, answered Yumi as she kissed him. They hugged each other and
didn't let go for they both didn't want to lose each other to the crabs.

Meanwhile, Aelita was panicking. She didn't know what to do. Everyone needed her help. Especially
Jeremy, since she promised she wouldn't let anything bad happen to him. Then she remembered the
bracelet. So, she took her hand and aimed at the skitsazowa.

“You release him!” she yelled. And then, miraculously, she fired at the skitsazowa, freeing Jeremy. After
that, she immediately ran for the crabs. And then, as if by some hidden force, she jumped high into the
air and fired at the crabs. She was able to free Odd, who jumped onto the other crabs and shot each one
just before they shot Yumi and Ulrich.

“Thanks Odd”, said Ulrich and Yumi.

“It was nothing, I couldn't of done it without Aelita”, said Odd.

“Jeremy, wake up”, said Aelita.

“Aelita…”, said Jeremy as he awoke.

“O thank heavens!” she said. Then she hugged him. Yumi smiled at Ulrich, and he smiled back. Odd
just stood there trying to take it all in. Then they went to the tower and Aelita deactivated it.
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Chapter 5

Its Revenge

“Okay! The first tower should be coming into view soon”, said Jeremy.

“I see it”, replied Yumi, “ and there are no monsters in sight!”

“Don't get your hopes up”, said Ulrich, “he'll surprise us with something.” As they got closer shots flew
from behind them and missed. It was three hornets and a megatank not far behind.

“Yumi, you and Odd take the hornets, Ulrich you take the megatank, Aelita and I will head for the
tower”, said Jeremy with a commanding voice. Ulrich hopped off the cycle and sprinted for the tank.

“You got it sir!” answered Odd. Suddenly, Odd turned around and headed for the hornets while Yumi
followed.

“Take this you bug!” yelled Odd as he shot a hornet like a sniper gun leaving two behind. Then it was
Yumi's turn. She took out her fans and with a “Hiya!” she unleashed their fury. Just then, her cycle was
shot down by a hornet. Yet, that hornet didn't have time to enjoy its success, for a second later Yumi's
fan went crashing into its skull. Yumi fell to the ground but was unharmed. Then a shot came out of
nowhere and killed the last hornet. It was Aelita riding towards the tower with Jeremy.

“She's getting good”, said Odd.

As Ulrich dashed up to the tank it opened and released a shot. Ulrich's foot almost didn't get past the
wall of energy. It shot again and again, and continued this process. Yet, Ulrich skillfully weaved between
each shot. Then, as he got close and the monster charged for another shot, he threw his sword like a
spear right into its eye. Stopping it from nearly killing him and endangering the lives of his pals. Aelita
headed into the tower and deactivated it.

As they came up to the next tower they noticed it was unguarded. X.A.N.A. did not even virtualize any
monsters.

“It has to be a trap”, said Aelita. Just then, a creature emerged from inside the tower. It was the cyborg!

“I thought we killed you!” yelled Odd. It jumped into the air and before it hit anyone, slowly stopped and
hovered for a second. Then, even though it was missing it's head, it spoke, in a robotic voice that
sounded like the principal's daughter.



“Odd, enough!” she yelled as she punched him, sending him flying, “I am sick of you insulting me!!!”
She hit the others aside and chased after Odd. He hit a rock and skidded against the ground. Yet, she
wasn't done with him yet. She picked him up and punched him so hard he flew off the plateau. He fell
and almost died, but Aelita and Jeremy caught him on the Overboard. Then she dashed towards Ulrich
and punched him high into the air. She jumped up above him and yelled, “I'm dumping you!” as she
sent him flying towards the ground.

“No one messes with my boyfriend! HIYA!!!” yelled Yumi and she sent her fans raging towards Sissy.
The fans dug into her chest making her send out a shier scream of hatred. Seeing the peril her friends
were in Aelita jumped off the Overboard and ran towards Sissy who now fell to the ground, but acted as
if it was nothing. Then Sissy picked up Yumi by the neck.

“It's time for you to stop picking on us!” yelled Aelita as she fired, with a hatred no one had ever seen in
her before. But, the shot was nothing to Sissy as it hit her.

“Do you really think you, a wimpy, little girl, can harm me!” answered Sissy as she dropped Yumi.

“Maybe not, but maybe me, Yumi, Ulrich, and Odd can!” said Aelita.

“Bring it on”, replied Sissy. With that, Ulrich jumped from behind and slashed her in the back. Yumi sent
her fans whirling into her chest again followed by something very unexpected. Aelita fired her ring shot
just before Odd jumped in front of her firing a shot in the center of the ring. This amazing shot hit Sissy in
the chest as well, making a huge blow. Sissy fell on her knees and grabbed at her chest.

“I… will… not… DIE!!!!!” she roared with the strength of thunder. But, after that she spoke no longer and all
was still, for Ulrich's sword was sticking out of her neck. Then, Sissy devirtualized and fell out of the
scanner perfectly asleep. The cyborg was gone and the tower was theirs.
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Chapter 6

The Code

“Okay, I'm entering the code to go to Sector 5, SCIPIO”, said Jeremy.

“Aww man! I hate this ride”, said Odd. Suddenly the transporter appeared and picked them up. Then it
flew back across the mountain sector and into Sector 5, The Core Zone.

“I feel sick!” said Odd.

“Okay you guys, be alert. X.A.N.A. does not want us to shut down his program. So, he will do everything
he can to stop us”, said Jeremy seriously.

“We can stop him”, answered Ulrich.

“Okay, the doors opening and the countdown's beginning. We have three minutes to get out of the Core
Zone” said Jeremy.

“Let's go”, replied Aelita. They hurried down the corridor and into one of the rooms. It was a big circular
room that you could not see the bottom to and a stairwell went down along the side.

“The switch should be at the bottom of the stairwell, but be careful. It's probably booby trapped”, said
Jeremy. Suddenly, two shots were fired from above them.

“Look out!” yelled Odd as he jumped in front of Jeremy and was hit. He fell to the ground and
disintegrated.

“Odd!” yelled Ulrich.

“There's no time! We have to go on!” said Yumi. They ran down the stairs and when they touched a
step, it started to shrink into the wall. They ran down as fast as they could with the crawler close behind.
It fired at them, but Ulrich deflected its shots. Then, Yumi threw a fan at it and killed it. Yet then, two
more crawlers appeared. Luckily, they were able to see the bottom of the stairs. Aelita turned around
and started firing and after a few shots killed one, but the other was too evasive. They got to the bottom
and hit the switch. The countdown ended and the door opened. They ran out on to the platform, but the
crawler followed.

“I'll take him! You guys go on!” said Ulrich in a demanding voice.



“Ulrich…” answered Yumi.

“I'll be fine! Go on!” he answered. Then he kissed her on the cheek. The crawler walked on to the
platform just as they hopped onto track transporter. They watched Ulrich as he fought but, was shot
down and disappeared from view.

“Don't worry Yumi, we will find a way to bring them back”, said Aelita in a comforting voice. Yumi started
to cry, but when she remembered Ulrich's words she stopped. The transporter stopped at their
destination and they walked out to the access point. Yet just then three flying mantises hatched.

“Jeremy, you find the program, Yumi and I will fight the mantises”, said Aelita. Jeremy started searching
the core for the program while Aelita started firing and Yumi prepared to launch her fans. The mantises
started firing, but Yumi deflected their shot. One came close and almost flew into them. But, they ducked
and then Yumi jumped onto it.

“This is for Ulrich!” she yelled as she stabbed it with one of her fans and hopped onto another.

This is for Odd!” and she stabbed it. Then she hopped back onto the platform, but when she landed the
third mantis hit her.

“Yumi!” Aelita yelled.

“You guys can do it. And at least now I can be with Ulri…” answered Yumi as she disintegrated. Then
Aelita, with much hatred for X.A.N.A., shot the third mantis and killed it.

“We did it Aelita!” said Jeremy as he kissed her on the cheek.

“Have you found the program yet?” asked Aelita.

“Almost… found it!” he replied.

“NNNNOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!” yelled a strange voice. Suddenly, the sector darkened and one of the four
tunnels emptied and a blast of black energy came towards them.

“Jeremy!” yelled Aelita as she hugged him tightly.

“You won't hurt them X.A.N.A.!” yelled a voice that sounded like Ulrich. Suddenly, a white shield
blocked the blast.

Here we are, going far

To save all that we love

If we keep what we've got, we will make it through



Here we are like a star shining bright on your world today

Make evil go away

“This is for all the people you hurt!” said a voice like Odd's.

“The students”, said Ulrich.

“The city”, said Odd

“My family” said another voice like Yumi's. Slowly, the shield of Ulrich, Yumi, and Odd pushed back the
blast.

“Now let's end this, Jeremy”, said Ulrich.

“You got it, Ulrich…Code: Lyoko!” replied Jeremy as he entered the code. Suddenly, the sector returned
to normal. The cyborgs shut down and the students were released. The city was silent after much
violence.

“Return to the past now!” said Jeremy as he executed the program. Then, from deep within the core
zone, the time warp spread past sector five, past Lyoko, and beyond the city. Everything was back to
normal and miraculously, Odd, Yumi, and Ulrich lived. In a way, it is as if the supercomputer didn't want
them to die. Luckily, they saved the day once again.
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